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Christmas Newsletter 2017
Dear Parents and Carers
This term has been a long and busy
one. We have been learning about
places all around the world and some
classes have been boarding their
aeroplanes and jetting off every
week! Primary groups started this topic
with a trip to Noah’s Ark to see animals
from around the globe and everyone
loved the inspiration provided by the
real-life experience. We have also had a
number of new students to welcome
and the total number on role is now
84. In November we attended Well’s
Cathedral Carol Concert and our young
people did us proud as always. As we
approach the end of term we are
looking forward to seeing who will win
our awards and showcasing the work
the school have been doing to prepare
for the performances. Have a
wonderful Christmas, a happy new year
and we will see you back at school on
Monday 8th January for
term 3.

BLUE
CLASS

In term 2 Blue class has been travelling all over the
world! We have been learning about various countries
and taking part in experiences linked to travelling.
Each week Blue class get their passports and boarding
passes and eagerly board the Blue class Mendip plane.
They wait in anticipation of where we are ‘flying’ to
today and what country we will learn about. We have
been trying foods, learning languages and taking part
in various cultural traditions. On Tuesdays we learn
how to cook various foods linked to that country. Each
child has loved every minute of these lessons and
their cooking skills have improved massively!

Natalie Hanna
Head of School

This term Red class have been studying
living things and their environments;
looking in detail at the Savannah in Africa to
tie in with our Geography work on Zambia
and our English class reading book “Journey
to Jo’Burg”. As part of our work on habitats we were lucky
enough to visit Avalon Marshes on a very cold day at the start
of December. Connor Slinn wrote the following report:
On Friday red and green class went to the Avalon Marshes; we
saw swans, ducks and egret, and Canadian geese. We drew
sketches of the habits from inside the hide and walked a lot. It
was freezing cold but it was fun.
We have also been working hard in our swimming sessions and
have made musical instruments in Design Technology. In the
run up to Christmas we have been visited by a
particularly naughty elf – I’m sure your children
will tell you all about his antics!

Dates for your diaries
2018
Monday 8th January 2018
Term 3 starts
Wednesday 17th January 2018
Parent’s Evening—Primary
Wednesday 24th January 2018
Parent’s Evening—Secondary
Friday 9th February
2018
Last day of term

We had lots of fun for Children in
Need, we made biscuits and
joined in with a treasure hunt.
We also designed and made our
own spotty t-shirts.

AQUA
CLASS

Pink and Indigo class .
This term we have continued work on the AQA
Project. This allows pupils to pick an area of interest
and share their knowledge about it with everyone in the
class. Pupils then go on to pick an area within this to
develop and extend for the rest of the year. So far
pupils have been meticulous in their research of their
interests and we have just started to evaluate each
other’s presentations. I have been delighted to see how
confident our young people have been when sharing
their work and how fairly the group have evaluated
their level of information, style of presentation
etc. Now that pupils are starting to discuss research
questions I can’t wait to see where this goes
next. Topics of choice include action man,
horses, Ark, biscuits, trains amongst others.

In Geography we have been exploring
Egypt, we have made papyrus paper and
made our names using hieroglyphics. We
have also looked at the pyramids and made
some using clay and lego.

INDIGO
CLASS

Everyone enjoyed the visit to Wells
Cathedral for the Carol Service. We
worked hard to learn the signs to
Rudolph.

We have had a
competition in DT to
see who can make the
strongest bridge.

Having fraction
fun in Maths.
Wrap the mummy
game for
Halloween.

GREEN
CLASS

On the 8th December Red and
Green classes went to Avalon
Marshes to enhance their
scientific studies of living things
and their habitats. The children
were mainly on the lookout for
migrating birds and had to use
the hide to look but not be seen.
The children spotted ducks,
swans and egrets.
The weather was bitterly cold
but the children behaved
impeccably, our expert hosts
were very
impressed .

YELLOW
CLASS

Yellow class have worked so hard this
term, learning ‘Handa’s Surprise’ in
Literacy, performing it with makaton
signing to their friends each lesson. We
enjoyed a trip to Noah’s Ark Zoo Farm
seeing the animals in our class story and
have tried lots of new fruit including
mango, avocado and pineapple as part of
our learning, with everyone being
extremely brave! We used post-it notes to
hide parts of the original story in order to
put our own twist on Handa’s Surprise,
and come up with a brand new story.
Everybody worked incredibly hard on this
with some amazing results!
In maths we have been focussing on data
handling, asking our friends a range of
questions and recording their answers in
pictograms, block diagrams and bar
charts. We have also learnt about
addition and subtraction, learning new
methods using multilink, pictures and
mental strategies.

ORANGE
CLASS

Wells Cathedral
Christmas Service

PECS

Orange class have had a great
term! We have enjoyed exploring
our story Handa's Surprise in
Literacy. We visited Noah's Ark
Zoo farm to see some of the
animals from the story, which was
great fun! We also bought all of
the fruits at Tesco and enjoyed
trying them. We have used lots of
PECs to support our
communication around the story
and have even enjoyed joining in
and retelling the story. Have a
lovely Christmas, and see you all
in the New Year!

PINK
CLASS

This term in Pink class we have begun to extend our
knowledge of how humans impact on their
environment, as well as looking at predator and
prey relationships. In maths, we have also begun to
look at the relationships between multiples and
factorisation. In PSHE we have been looking at who
our community is, how we contribute to it and what
our roles and responsibilities are within it.
DUKE OF
EDINBURGH
&
MYSTLE
GYM

GREENFIELD
CAFÉ
CLOSED: Friday 22nd December 2017
RE-OPEN: Monday 8th January 2018

Purple class have had a very exciting and positive term. We have
done lots of great learning and playing together. Take a look at
some of the things we have done. Lots of great playing and
sensory exploration.

PURPLE
CLASS

ATTENDANCE NOTE :
Over the last few years attendance has been recognised as being a key to good
outcomes for children and young people, when we make this a priority we see
positive outcomes.
We know this isn’t always easy for a variety of reasons but hope you would
support us as best you can. Our school target is 93.5% and although our figure is
currently slightly below this we are always striving to improve it. Thank you for
supporting us .
Special thanks to these 100% attenders!
Jack Berry, Max Partridge, Lucas Tilford and Alex Lockwood—Well done !!

We are always busy at The Mendip School. Please follow us on Facebook, twitter, Instagram or
through our website and see what we are doing.
Telephone : 01749 838040

